
 

 

Peas In A Pod  

 
The peas need to be made the day before and given time to dry (usually overnight) before you use 
them. 

All the bits you will need to complete your Pod of Peas; 

 Merino wall top-I have used George Weil www.georgeweil.com Charteuse green, the bag 
will make over a hundred peas so may be a good idea to go together with someone else- at 
going to press it costs £2.95 

 Green felt or woollen fabric for the pod outer, a contrasting felt or woollen fabric for the 
pod inner- I used  an old scarf and a third fabric for the leaves – I used fabric from an old 
woollen skirt from the charity shop 

 Matching thread 
 Sharp and strong fine needle 
 A cotton wool ball sized amount of fibre stuffing 
 Fabric glue 
 Kilt pin or large safety pin 
 Washing up liquid, towel and bowl! 

 
To Make The Peas; 
 

 Fill your bowl with warm water and  add a small drop of washing up liquid, you do not 
want the water too soapy 

 Lay out a towel on a surface you do not mind getting wet 
 Pull from your bag of felt, fine wispy pieces, you want wispy  not clumpy bits   (pic 1) 
 When you have a small amount (pic 2) dip the felt into the soapy water –Please note: your 

peas will come out at different sizes , you want this for your pod, experiment with the 
wool as to the size of pea you need but less is more its better to have many small peas 
than a few large ones. 

 Put the wet felt between your two palms and using circular movements roll your felt into 
a ball (pic 3 and 4) keep going and keep going  until the wool becomes a hard pea ball. You 
need to repeat this until you have 5 peas  

 Rinse off the soap by holding your peas under a tap of running water and put aside to dry 
(overnight) 

 

Instructions For Your Pod; 
 

 Using the pattern cut out one pod piece in each of your two pieces of pod fabric. With 
right sides together and using the pattern  stitching guide sew around the edges leaving an 
opening. 

 Turn the right way around, and very lightly stuff, less is more, the stuffing should be 
barely noticeable (pic 5) 

 Using an over stitch, sew up the gap and flatten the pod between your palms 
 Sew a straight stitch around the pod about 3mm in from the edge 
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 With your inner pod  facing, lay your peas along the middle of the pod until you have 
decided which pea you want where, I prefer a large pea in the middle and then graduate 
them either way – the peas will now be numbered one to five , num one being closest to 
the leaf end 

 Take your pea, num five, closest to the pod end and using  your glue, stick it to the pod, 
take the pea num four  and put a dab of glue on both its sides and its bottom so it will 
stick to the pod and its neighbouring pea, repeat this process until all five peas are 
happily stuck in their pod ( pic 6) 

  Thread you needle.  Curl up the sides of the pod around your peas, whilst holding the pod 
in one hand sew through the outside of the pod, through the pea num four that is second 
from the end  and through the other side of the pod and back through again and repeat 
pulling the pod together against the pea,  this is quite tough (pic 7)  repeat this process 
again with pea num one 

  Your peas should be happily secure in their pod now, Now for the leaves. Cut out three 
leaves from your leaf fabric. 

 Pinch the leaf end of the pod ( next to pea num one )together so it form a little stalk and 
sew through the fabric so the pinch is held, match one leaf to the top of the pod ( pic 8) 
and sew down the side  approx  ¾ cm as shown on the pattern, take the next leaf and 
slightly overlap the last leaf and again sew done the sides to attach it to the pod, use the 
last leaf to over lap the other two leaves and attach. 

 Finally attach your pin by stitching onto the back of the pod, ensure you sew at least one 
stitch through the end circle of the pin to stop it slipping sideways (pic 9 ) 

Happy Peas in their  Pod ! 

 


